Lens Library

Corner mounting

Lens #15
- Beams: 5
- Field of view: 100°
- Max. Coverage: 71.5x71.5m / 59x59ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0015-0
- Duet L-0015-3

Lens #25
- Beams: 28
- Field of view: 90°
- Max. Coverage: 21x21m / 70x70ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0025-0

Corner mounting ultra-wide angle

Lens #65
- Beams: 46
- Field of view: 120°
- Max. Coverage: 15x15m / 50x50ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0065-0
- Duet L-0065-3

Lens #76
- Beams: 36
- Field of view: 140°
- Max. Coverage: 10x10m / 30x30ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0076-0
- Duet L-0076-3

Long range

Lens #30
- Beams: 4
- Field of view: 6°
- Max. Coverage: 3x3m / 10x10ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0030-0

Lens #34
- Beams: 16
- Field of view: 90°
- Max. Coverage: 6x6m / 10x10ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0034-0
- Duet L-0034-3

Pet-alley / High sensitivity

Lens #17
- Beams: 24
- Field of view: 100°
- Max. Coverage: 13x13m / 40x40ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0017-0
- Duet L-0017-3

Lens #52
- Beams: 48
- Field of view: 104°
- Max. Coverage: 8x8m / 25x25ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0052-0

Multiple-room and corridor

Lens #41
- Beams: 28
- Field of view: 90°
- Max. Coverage: 15x15m / 50x50ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0041-0

Lens #43
- Beams: 28
- Field of view: 90°
- Max. Coverage: 15x15m / 50x50ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0043-0

Lens #45
- Beams: 28
- Field of view: 90°
- Max. Coverage: 15x15m / 50x50ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0045-0

Lens #47
- Beams: 28
- Field of view: 90°
- Max. Coverage: 15x15m / 50x50ft
- Catalog #: SRN L-0047-0

Some models may be unavailable in certain regions. Please consult with your local Visonic representative.